Media & press at Nordenkampen in Uppsala Sunday 11 Feb. 2018
Welcome to the national team competition in athletics between Nordic countries,
Nordenkampen, at IFU Arena Sunday, February 11, in Uppsala! As the person in
charge of media and press at Nordenkampen in Uppsala, I would like to provide
some information and guidelines for those who will cover the event.
On Saturday 10 February at 15.30 a press conference will be held at the Gränby
Centrum with the latest news on the competitions. This offers an opportunity to
meet athletes and leaders.
On Sunday 11 February at 12.00 the main competitions start. Accredited
journalists and photographers sign up on arrival; a list with those accredited will
be available at the entrance. Press cards will be provided, and photographers will
get a special west to be used in the arena. We would like you to come to the press
center at the secretariat on the third floor and introduce you so that we can
provide you with fresh information - and some good coffee!
Your application for accreditation should be submitted to me
(sten.hagberg@antro.uu.se) well in advance as to facilitate a smooth process
both for your work and for us as organisers.
During the competitions, the photographers must take great care and pay close
attention, and follow the rules, as well as specific instructions of the officers
(competitions functionaries). For those who have not previously photographed on
an athletics competition, it may be good to remember to have “a split-vision”
because running, throwing and jumping often takes place simultaneously, and to
never walk out in the raceway or raceways for length, height mm.
Please note that if a photographer or a journalist violates the rules or the instructions provided by
officials, we reserve the right to expel the person from the arena.
There will be a “mixed zone” where all participants after the final branch will pass and you will be able to
interview the athletes. Please let us know - especially during the race - if there are any that you want to
interview. At the press center, all results will be available on paper as well as regular result services via
www.nordenkampen.se
Most welcome
Sten Hagberg
Upsala IF Friidrott
sten.hagberg@antro.uu.se, +46 707-488643

